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VIVAX. Simply quality.

VIVAX is a global brand that has existed since 2004. and is currently present 
in more than 35 markets. As an expert in the consumer electronics category, 
VIVAX has the widest range of electronic devices on the market – more than 300 
quality products, divided into five main categories: air conditioners, TV and audio 
devices, white goods and built-in white goods, small household appliances and 
smart devices. All electronic devices are produced according to the real needs 
of consumers, with proven technology and according to the latest EU standards, 
without deviations in quality.

One of the greatest advantages of the VIVAX brand is the excellent after-sales 
service supported by a branched service network in all markets.

TV devices

Top VIVAX TV devices are produced in Croatia in screen sizes from 24" to 75". TV 
production uses technology that is proven to work, which makes VIVAX television 
reliable, attractive and easy to use for everyone.

After many years of experience in the production of LED television , the VIVAX brand took 
a step further and was the first in Croatia and the wider region to launch the production 
of a line of Google-certified 4K Q LED television with the latest Android 11 operating 
system, which provides the fastest and best access to all applications that can be 
downloaded from the Google Play Store.

AUDIO devices

In the creation of VIVAX audio devices, inspiration is sought in customers and their needs. 
VIVAX audio devices are designed for fun, relaxation and music enjoyment wherever you 
are. The combination of modern design and the latest technology guarantees advanced, 
high-quality devices that can fit into any living space.
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TV devices



VIVAX SMART TVs come with Google-certified Android 11. Install the applications you want from Google Store. Watch your 
favourite YouTube videos or browse through web portals from the comfort of your home.

GOOGLE - CERTIFIED SMART TV



Creates deeper blacks, more vibrant pictures and always shows details in full brilliance.

A MILLION SHADES



Dolby Atmos allowes creatives everywhere to place each sound exactly where they want it to go, for a more realistic and immersive 
audio experience. Dolby Vision provides a new level of richness and precision that makes every scene look more real and nuanced.

SOUND THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE



Use CHROMECAST option to connect your TV with your Android or Apple mobile phone or tablet PC.

SIMPLE CONNECTION



VIVAX SMART TVs offer even more with the Google Assistant voice control and search. Say your voice command into the microphone on 
your remote control and the system will find all the relevant links.

Voice control

SIMPLE VOICE CONTROL



Favorite content in one place! Exercise, watch movies, browse the Internet or enjoy your favorite music.

Sadržaj nadohvat ruke

ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE CONTENTS



Q Series 43” | 50” | 55” | 65”PREMIUM LINE

Google Play, YouTube and Android TV are trademarks of Google LLC.

A million
shades

VIVAX Q LED Series AndroidTV is a new 
premium VIVAX Q LED Smart TV series 
supported by Android 11 system. Wi-Fi or 
Bluetooth connectivity allows you to use this 
TV to change your view of the world at any 
time, whether it’s video, movie content or 
social networks, all on a top-quality screen, 
which includes HDR10+ support, Dolby Atmos 
and Dolby Vision technology.



Just one click 
to favorite 
application

Voice 
control 
button

METAL
frameless
design

MODEL RESOLUTION SMART SOUND (RMS) INPUTS PICTURE

Q Series 65Q10C QLED UHD Android 11 20 W
Dolby Atmos

T2/S2/CI+/3xRCA/4XHDMI/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/RJ45/2x-

USB/headphone

Dolby Vision, 
HDR 10+

Q Series 55Q10C QLED UHD Android 11 20 W
Dolby Atmos

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)/headphone

Dolby Vision, 
HDR 10+

Q Series 50Q10C QLED UHD Android 11 20 W
Dolby Atmos

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)/headphone

Dolby Vision, 
HDR 10+

Q Series 43Q10C QLED UHD Android 11 20 W
Dolby Atmos

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC,  
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)/headphon

Dolby Vision, 
HDR 10+

All models support H.265
All models are VESA supported



A Series 32” | 43” | 50” | 58” | 65” | 75”MIDDLE RANGE LINE

Google Play, YouTube and Android TV are trademarks of Google LLC.

Sound that 
makes the
difference

VIVAX A Series AndroidTV is a new premium 
VIVAX UHD Smart TV series supported by 
the Android 11 system. Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 
connectivity allows this TV to be a new 
window to the world, whether it’s video, 
movie content or social networks, all on a 
top-quality screen, including HDR10 and 
Dolby Digital. All desired contents are quickly 
and easily accessible with the help of a 
simple remote control with “Google Voice 
Search” function. Thanks to the Dolby sound 
and picture formats, the HDR content that is 
being watched looks magnificent, and the 
sound of the TV is clear and deep. With a 
screen with a minimalist frame.



MODEL RESOLUTION SMART SOUND (RMS) INPUTS PICTURE

A Series 75UHD10K UHD Android 11 16 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

A Series 65UHD10K UHD Android 11 16 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

A Series 58UHD10K UHD Android 11 16 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

A Series 50UHD10K UHD Android 11 16 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

A Series 43UHD10K UHD Android 11 16 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/2xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

A Series 32LE10K HD READY Android 11 12 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/2xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

Frameless
design

Voice 
control 
button

All models support H.265
All models are VESA supported



B Series 32” | 40” BASIC LINE

Google Play, YouTube and Android TV are trademarks of Google LLC.

Window 
to the 
world

VIVAX B Series 40LE20K AndroidTV is a 
new premium VIVAX series of Smart TVs 
supported by the Android 11 system. Wi-Fi 
or Bluetooth connectivity allows this TV to 
be a new window to the world, whether it’s 
video, movie content or social networks, 
all on a top-quality screen, including 
HDR10 and Dolby Digital. With the help of 
a simple remote control with the “Google 
Voice Search” function, all desired contents 
are quickly and easily accessible. Thanks to 
the Dolby sound and picture formats, the 
HDR content that is being watched looks 
magnificent, and the sound of the TV is clear 
and deep.



MODEL RESOLUTION SMART SOUND (RMS) INPUTS PICTURE

B Series 40LE20K FULL HD Android 11 12 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/2xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

B Series 32LE20K HD READY Android 11 12 W
Dolby Digital

T2/S2/CI+/2xHDMI/CVBS/CEC, 
ARC-HDMI/ SPIDIF/RF/F/2xUSB/

RJ45 (LAN)
HDR 10

All models support H.265
All models are VESA supported

Voice 
control 
button

Narrow 
bezel

Direct APP
launching



ENTRY LEVEL LINE

MODEL RESOLUTION SOUND (RMS) INPUTS

43LE114T2S2 FULL HD 16 W T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/1xUSB//SPDIF/ 

40LE114T2S2 FULL HD 16 W T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/1xUSB//SPDIF/ 

32LE114T2S2 HD READY 16 W T2/S2/CI+/3xHDMI/CVBS/1xUSB//SPDIF/ 

All models support H.265
All models are VESA supported

Basic
hotel mode

VIVAX Q LED Q Series AndroidTV is a new 
premium VIVAX Q LED Smart TV series 
supported by Android 11 system. Wi-Fi or 
Bluetooth connectivity allows you to use this 
TV to change your view of the world at any 
time, whether it’s video, movie content or 
social networks, all on a top-quality screen, 
which includes HDR10+ support, Dolby Atmos 
and Dolby Vision technology.



MADE IN EU MADE IN EU MADE IN EUClean room

VIVAX TV PRODUCTION
VIVAX TV devices are made in Croatia

From year to year, we provide the market with the latest technology at affordable prices. The production line of TV devices is located in Croatia and can 
be used for the production of TVs with a screen size from 24“ to 75“. Annual capacity is more than 240.000 units. Each product is subject to multiple quality 
control. VIVAX TVs are reliable, attractive, and affordable for everyone, and the assured service support and quality guarantee make them desirable for any 
home.

Every VIVAX TV device goes through a double-check quality control

We provide 100% quality control testing on each TV set! The entire process of production and quality control is managed and controlled by highly qualified 
experts, who ensure that our products have the highest possible quality. All TV sets are certified and compliant with all EU standards. LED TV screens are 
assembled with the highest technology standards and in “clean” conditions, including “clean room” and special workwear. Each screen component is 
subjected to additional quality control during each step of the manufacturing process.



Audio devices



Feel the
sound

The VIVAX portable karaoke speakers provides many functions 
to enjoy your favorite music. It is equipped with an AUX input, a 
Bluetooth connection for connecting to a smart device, an FM 
radio function and a USB slot for playing or charging the device. In 
addition to the included microphone, you can also try the karaoke 
function of this device, with the addition of a variable LED light that 
synchronizes with the rhythm of the melody.

Wireless
microphone

KARAOKE SPEAKER SYSTEMS

360˚ Superior 
Surrond Sound



Ambient  
LED light

The stars of  
every party

VIVAX Bluetooth portable speakers will provide you deep and powerful sound 
with more than 6 hours of work at medium volume. The VIVAX Bluetooth 
speakers features a TWS function. With this function, two identical devices can 
be connected by simply pressing the TWS button. In this way, you can enjoy 
even stronger sound and a better stereo effect. One of the main features of 
these speakers is water resistance, which allows you to have carefree outdoor 
fun. The speaker has an attractive design, with LED lighting in colors for a real 
party atmosphere.

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER SYSTEMS

By pressing TWS button  
simply connect two 

identical devices.



Modern DAB+
technology

Digital Radio

VIVAX digital radio uses the most modern DAB+ technology (Digital Audio 
Broadcasting) to receive high-quality radio programs. Through DAB+, listeners get 
radio signal reception without interference, the possibility of a larger and simpler 
choice of pure sound programs and additional text, graphic and video data 
related to audio content, all without internet costs and completely free for users.

DAB+ RADIO

Modern wooden 
housing in 
2 colors

Alarm & 
Snooze 
function



Cinema sound
experience

VIVAX soundbar SP-7080H brings a true cinema experience to your 
own home.

The soundbar has a total power of 70 W, and for an even deeper and 
more powerful sound, it can be wired to a VIVAX subwoofer. The sound 
on the soundbar can be adjusted additionally, at your own choice, 
using the EQUALIZER function (3 modes).

The VIVAX soundbar SP-7080H has the 
ability to connect to a mobile device via 
Bluetooth, and there are several options for 
connecting to a TV device: HDMI ARC, RCA 
COAX AUDIO IN, OPTICAL AUDIO IN, AUX 3.5mm.

40 W
Subwoofer

SOUND BAR



MODEL PICTURE RMS BATTERY WORK 
HOURS

LED 
LIGHTING SPEAKER MICROPHONE INPUT

Bluetooth speaker
 BS-50 

BLACK/RED/BLUE
5 W 500 mAh 6 h (50%) - Broadband 

speaker - AUX, USB

Bluetooth 
speaker  

BS-90
8.5 W 1500 mAh 6.5 h (50%) AMBIENT LED light 

(sideways)
Broadband 

speaker - FM Antena (audio 
cable), AUX, USB

Bluetooth 
speaker
BS-160

14 W 3600 mAh 6.5 h (50%) AMBIENT LED light 
(sideways)

2x Broadband 
speaker - AUX,USB

Bluetooth 
speaker

BS-211
50 W 3600 mAh 6.5 h (50%) AMBIENT LED light 

(sideways)
2x Broadband 

speaker - AUX,USB

Bluetooth 
speaker
BS-260

60 W 3600 mAh 8 h (50%) - 2x Broadband 
speaker - AUX,USB

Bluetooth 
speaker
BS-700

70 W 5000 mAh 5.5 h (50%) LED changing 
light

4x tweeter + 
subwoofer 1 wired

AUX, USB FM  
Antena (audio  

cable), MIC. input

Bluetooth 
speaker
BS-500

50 W 4000 mAh 4.5 h (50%) LED changing 
light + Fire light

2x subwoofer + 
tweeter 1 wireless

AUX, USB, FM Antena 
(wired), SD/MMC, MIC. 

input

Bluetooth 
speaker
BS-801

80 W 4500 mAh 12 h (50%) LED changing 
light

2x subwoofer, 
medium, twitter 1 wireless

AUX, USB FM Antena 
(wired), GUITAR  

input ulaz, wired MIC. 
input

Micro line
MC-650 30 W - - LED screen 2x channel 

wooden speaker -
USB, headphone jack, 

FM Antena (flexible 
wire), LINE IN

DW-2 DAB  
BLACK/BROWN 2 W - - LED dot matrix 

(screen brightness)
Broadband 

speaker -
AUX, STERAO  
HEADPHONE,  
FM Antena

Soundbar
SP-7080H 70 W - - - Subwoofer, 2x 

medium, treble -
AUX, USB,OPTICAL IN, 
DIGITAL COAX, HDMI, 

DC IN, SW OUT



Simply good.

Simply good.

Simply good.

M SAN Grupa d.o.o.
Exlusive distributor for Croatia

Dugoselska ulica 5 
10372 Rugvica, Croatia
t +385 1 3654 900
e vivax@msan.hr

vivax. com 


